From: Keith Henry (5/31/96)
To: Doug Arbuckle, Linda Rowell, John White
CC: Jerry Creedon, Michael Finneran, Gary Price

Reply to: RE>FWD>RE>>>757/AvWeek update

RE AVIATION WEEK REQUEST FOR TELEPHONE INTERVIEW ON 757 STATUS:

Linda/Doug and John, let's ink in 10 a.m., Friday, June 14 for a joint telephone interview with Ed Phillips, Aviation Week, regarding 757 modification and research status. I plan to be there at 9:30 in case there are any last minute questions or concerns. Call me anytime (except Monday, June 3) to discuss this in advance.

I expect Ed's questions to be straightforward, but relatively thorough. He has an interest in the research we plan to perform and - in the meantime - the modifications we are performing/plan to perform to enable that research. I expect him to ask questions like:

- What is the status of 757 modifications?
- What (modification) timetable we are working to?
- How may aircraft consolidation affect the modification program? (He knows we will not comment directly on aircraft consolidation, leaving that for NASA Headquarters and the politicians.)
- Which research projects will be the first to fly?
- What new capabilities will the 757 give you?
- What is the present and future status of the 7-THREE-7?
- And more.

He will ask for a walk-through of the 757 when he visits next, which will probably be late summer or fall.

Date: 5/29/96 5:38 PM
To: Keith Henry
From: Doug Arbuckle
Keith/John--

Don't tell anyone, but I'm open all day on 6/14. Please notify Linda Rowell of the time that you select.

Doug A

Date: 5/28/96 9:07 AM
To: Doug Arbuckle
From: Keith Henry

Ok, thanks. That still works for me. We'll see when Doug wants to do it. keith

Date: 5/28/96 8:05 AM
To: Keith Henry
From: John White

Keith,
I plan to be here on the June 14. My calendar is open, so it may depend on Doug's availability. My preference would be in the morning early.

John White
At this point

April 97 - 737 will not fly beyond.

A separate

A stand-alone research flight deck

Q: Beta P. to Hub, 3am, flown?

SOA of milestones than 2000

2/5/97: LIRV VIS landing short. O/1 (LAX/30) - ATL/HOPSE

. Will be
. and a taxi map installed in O/I.
. Hard edges, runway, taxi-way
. Lives, Tactical Taxiing, etc. LIRV VIS.
. Integrate with other DISP: USER